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HERE FOR YOU
NOT THE FEW

ONLY LABOUR DESERVES YOUR VOTE
Vote for the party that will build the best future for Unite’s members and our families.
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### 10 Reasons to Vote Labour

1. **Real Investment in Skills and Training.**
   - Only Labour will invest to develop the skills we need to grow the economy.

2. **Under Labour, Work Will Pay.**
   - An end to zero hours contracts and a minimum wage of £10 per hour.

3. **Only Labour Can Be Trusted with Our NHS.**
   - Labour will halt A&E closures and ensure nurses will no longer be so poor that they have to turn to food banks.

4. **A Better Chance of a Better Home.**
   - Only Labour will ensure that rents are affordable, and that 1m new homes will be built over the next five years.

5. **The Best Education for All Our Children.**
   - Labour will stop the cuts, keep class sizes under 30 and give our youngest children a nutritious free school meal.

6. **Public Transport That Supports Our Communities.**
   - An end to costly rail privatisation and support for community-run bus services.

7. **A Stronger Voice for You.**
   - Labour will modernise trade union laws and scrap the industrial tribunal fees that deny justice to so many treated unfairly at work.

8. **A Stronger Britain in the World.**
   - A Labour Brexit will put jobs first, reduce migration and keep our communities strong.

9. **Affordable, Responsible Energy.**
   - Labour will invest in new forms of energy to tackle climate change and keep energy bills low.

10. **A Fix for Our Broken Economy.**
    - Under the Tories, UK living standards have slumped. Labour will build a stronger economy that works for the many, not the few.

---

*On June 8, Vote Labour.*
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